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ABSTRACT

The Neutron Flux Monitoring System for HANARO provides reliable neutron flux
measurement from reactor shutdown to reactor full power level ranging 10 decades from 10°
nv to 1010 nv. The neutron flux monitoring system consists of a guarded fission chamber,
amplifier and signal processor. The neutron flux as the measure of reactor power is
continuously monitored by six(6) fission chambers mounted on the outside wall of the
reflector tank in the pool. Three(3) of the fission chambers are used for reactor power control,
while the other three(3) are used for tripping the reactor in case of power excursion. Only the
wide range fission chamber-based neutron monitoring system is employed for neutron power
measurement thereby source range and intermediate range detectors are not necessary and the
number of neutron monitoring channels are minimized at HANARO.

This paper discusses some design features and characteristics of the neutron flux
monitoring system for HANARO and its operating experiences. Some unexpected problems
and misbehaviors and their corrective actions taken during the nuclear commissioning are also
briefly introduced. It has been proved, through years of operation that the wide range neutron
flux monitoring system for HANARO has a good capability of providing the neutron flux
signals for reactor control as well as reactor protection.

1. INTRODUCTION

The HANARO is a 30MW open-tank-in-pool type reactor with the capabilities of testing
nuclear fuels, producing key radioisotopes, and performing neutron-activation analysis and
other nuclear physics researches. The first criticality has been achieved on February 1995.
The neutron flux as the measure of reactor power is continuously monitored by six(6) fission
chambers mounted on the outside wall of the reactor tank in the pool. Three(3) of the fission
chambers are used for reactor power control, while the other three(3) neutron detectors are
used for tripping the reactor in case of reactivity accident. Unlike other reactors, only the
fission chamber system is employed for neutron power measurement at HANARO, since it is
designed to measure the 10-decade neutron flux level from source range(shutdown) to 100%
of full power operation. This is why it is called "Wide Range(WR) neutron flux monitor". [1]
Three Neutron Detector Housings(NDH) are symmetrically attached to the reactor vessel and
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each NDH contains two sets of the fission chambers for power control and reactor trip
respectively. The wide-range neutron measurement system for HANARO consists of wide
range detector assemblies, amplifier assemblies and rack mount signal processor assemblies.
The detector assembly consists of a fission chamber, connectors, mineral insulated cables, and
solid-copper-sheathed coaxial cables that insert into a 3/4" aluminum pipe for waterproof.
The coaxial cable in the air then runs through a flexible metal hose to the amplifier.

2. DESIGN FEATURES

2.1 Mechanical Design
The neutron detector housing submerged in the reactor pool supports and positions the

neutron detectors - fission chambers. The housing consists of two instrument wells and
brackets to support them while facilitating the positioning requirements of the fission
chambers. Each NDH is mounted on the outside wall of the reflector vessel tank so that the
center line of the fission chamber is properly aligned parallel with the center line of the
reactor core(vertical). A carriage frame is free to move horizontally, radially towards and
away from the reflector vessel. This movement is necessary to accommodate the requirement
that the instruments be located over 200 mm range from 1100 mm to 1300 mm from the
reactor core for coarse calibration of the neutron detectors. [2] A drive screw has been
provided at the top of the housing in order to move the instrument wells attached to the
horizontal carriage frame. Figure 1 and 2 shows the location of the NDH in the reactor pool
and its simplified mechanical structure. During 5 years of operation, we have adjusted the
detector position 2 times. The current positions of the 3 NDH are 139.5 mm, 131 mm and 124
mm from the inner side of the adjustable range. Whenever the detector sensitivity is degraded
and it's not be compensated by electronic gain then it will be easily solved by moving
detectors inward using a remote tool.

Figure 1. Rx Pool - Section View Figure 2. Rx Pool - Plan View
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Since the fission chamber and the cabling are immersed in the pool water, suitable
protection, i.e. a conduit has been provided. As introduced previously, the fission chamber is
expecting to be adjusted so some flexibility in the conduit, specifically near the detector part
was required. As shown in Figure 2, a 1200 mm flexible aluminum conduit was installed to
relieve too much stress in the weld joints.

The instrument wells are open top and bottom to facilitate convection cooling of the
instrument. Any heat generated in the housings must be transferred to the pool water without
requiring forced cooling. The NDH design places only the instrument well between the
reactor structure and the instrument. In addition, the NDH materials were selected so that
activation of the housings over time does not affect the instrument readings. That is why the
NDH was fabricated largely from aluminum. The neutron detector housings are designed to
survive the Design Basis Earthquake without losing their capability of supporting the neutron
detector instruments in the same relative position as prior to the event. [3]

2.2 Electrical Design
The fission chambers are housed in vertical wells installed next to and around the reactor

core. Each fission chamber is connected to its amplifier, via a 20 ft of mineral insulated cable
followed by a 50 ft of organic cable for a total of 22 meters. The neutron measurement system
for HANARO provides three different outputs, Log, Lograte, and Linear to be used for
reactor power control and reactor safety functions.

Wide range Log power covers the range 10"8% to 200% full power(10 decades).The lower
five decades operate utilizing a pulse counting circuit. The upper portion of the wide range
uses a Mean Square Variation circuit, well known as Campbelling. [4] These two signals are
combined by an auctioneer circuit to provide one continuous output over the 10 decade range.
The switch over from count mode to MSV mode occurs around 3xlO"3% full power(about
l.OkW). To avoid an unnecessary power discontinuity at the moment of the switch over, there
is at least one decade of range overlap on the output signal.

The derivative of the Log power provides a measurement signal that is proportional to the
change in reactor power per unit time. This lograte signal ranges from -15%PP/sec to
+15%PP/sec and it is used to limit the power increase rate below a predefined setpoint. If an
uncontrolled increase of neutron power occurs during operation and the increasing rate is
higher than the trip setpoint then the neutron measurement system invokes a reactor shutdown
signal as a protective action.

The Linear power circuit provides an output from 0% to 150% full power. Due to gamma
error at low and intermediate levels, this mode is most useful at higher power levels. The
HANARO control computer selects the Linear signal as a control signal when the reactor
power is greater than 6.5% full power, while it selects the Log signal as a control signal if the
reactor power is less than 6.5% full power. The ground return path from the fission chamber is
monitored for DC current, which is actually the sum of neutron and gamma currents. As
power increases, the portion of the gamma current will be much less than that of the neutron
current. The DC measurement inherently has less statistical variation than the pulse counting
mode, allowing the application of very simple circuitry with fast time response. [5]

Operating a fission chamber detector in the different modes described allows a single
detector and instrument channel to cover the entire range of reactor power level. Namely, this
wide range concept eliminates the short lived BF3 proportional counter and the need for a
compensated ionization chamber.
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3 COMMISSIONING AND OPERATING EXPERIENCES

3.1 Damaged Cable
One fission chamber cable was damaged during installation, and subsequently a possible

Infiltration of water may occur. Too much heat by the repair welding revealed damage to the
black shrink tubing that covers the inside cable. It was proved by the cable insulation check-
up that the insulation resistance of the detector cables was clearly degraded. Part of the
problem was due to the flexible Aluminum conduit that houses the cable and which proved
too rigid and brittle. There are possibilities that the aluminum flexible hose may be broken
during the detector movement. With the original design, it is almost impossible to install or to
remove 12 meter long detector assembly in the congested reactor area immersed in the water.
As a result of all these problems, KAERI changed the detector cable design. As a prototype,
the new cable design has been applied to the damaged cable. In principle, the new cable
assembly should be flexible enough to handle it in the water with remote tool. Instead of the
aluminum rigid conduit, the flexible stainless steel was used for the cable conduit. That is, the
connection between the detector and the flexible stainless steel was established by the flange
joint, which was verified a complete water-tight. The new detector cable with much flexibility
will help us accomplish easy maintenance and replacement.

3.2 Lograte Oscillation Solved by N2 Vacuum purging
When the neutron measurement system was initially powered-up after installation, all of

the six channels were very unstable, especially at the lograte signals. Because no fuels were
loaded in the core, the system outputs including the lograte should be zero. On initial power
up of the systems we experienced mid scale log level indications on several channels with
lograte oscillations every few seconds periodically. Since the peak of the oscillations reached
almost 6%/sec, which is the trip setpoint, we could not live with this oscillations. Through
tremendous efforts of all system testing and check-out, it seemed fairly apparent from the fact
that the unstable oscillations was coming from moisture in the conduit of the detector cable.
We felt it therefore imperative that we rid the detectors and cables of all moisture before the
problem would get worse. This effort required us to construct a special unit which would
alternately apply a vacuum and then a nitrogen purge. The vacuum pump/nitrogen purge unit
with block valves was installed. First, the vacuum pump run at least 20 minutes to inhale the
moistured air from the cable conduit and then the valve in the nitrogen tank opened to let in
about 10 PSI of dry nitrogen at least 10 minutes. All these activities were repeated several
times. The channel, RU-06A was the worst channel with an oscillation about once every two
seconds. After nitrogen purge, we obsered one blip every 3 minutes. To prevent a reoccurence
of moisture, it was necessary to seal the end of the cable conduit with a sealant.

3.3 Linearity of the Log Power Signal
It was found during power increasing test on September 1996 that the neutron Log power

was abruptly changed down at the level of signal transfer from the COUNT circuit to MS V
circuit. This observation was the decisive moment for performing linearity study on the
HANARO neutron flux monitoring system. To clear up the cause of this behavior, the actual
output voltages were measured from the dedicative test points on the respective circuit board,
as reactor power was increasing step by step. At the same time, the output current from two
sets of Compensated Ionization Chambers(CIC), which were temporarily installed during
commissioning, were also recorded for the use as a reference signal. Figure 3 shows the
linearity behaviors from 70 W to 30 kW for the original system. The RPS Channel, RU-06A
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was selected for the subject of this study. As shown in Figure 3, there are two major problems
in the Linearity curve of the Log signal. One is the voltage deviation at the crossover between
the COUNT and the MSV signal. The other is that the changing slope of the COUNT output,
compared with the reference signal from the CICs is much different from that of the MSV
output. This may produce a faulty indication of reactor power at low power levels.
Differences in shapes are readily apparent

The linearity data, which were taken as the reactor eas increased in power, were sent to
manufacturer's engineering group and a follow-up measures based on the analysis were then
fed back to the field. Through step by step trouble shooting activities, which included minor
circuit modifications and alignment procedure changes the linearity characteristics have been
successfully improved and now exceed minimum performance requirements. The final
improved linearity shows in Figure 4. Now the MSV and LCR outputs match within the
specification accuracy requirements from less than 4V to just over 6V - over two decades.
Over one decade range from 4.75V to 5.75V the instrument exceeded the specification
accuracy requirements by a factor of 10. [6]
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3.4 Front Panel Modifications
During almost five years of operation experiences, some problems, which related to the

signal processor, were raised by a system engineering group in the HANARO. Through the
extensive discussions with manufacturer, a new front panel design has been proposed and the
purchasing work is in progress. The new front panels with analog meters, knob select
switches, full power gain potentiometer, and new log amplifier board. These changes
eliminate existing plasma bargraph displays and plasma high voltage power supply. This
plasma bargraph was a heat source in the signal processor, which is bad for the inside circuit
boards. With the new design, signal processor drawers do not need to be racked-out for access
to circuit cards in order to perform calibration for full power alignment and system inspection.
The front panel will include a Level Test switch for setting calibration/operation modes, an
Output select switch, a BNC jack for monitoring signals, and LEDs for Non-op, Channel in
Test and Power on indicators.

The Level Test switch provides front panel testing of the calibrated levels without
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requiring the chassis to be "racked-out". The new Log amplifier board provides easier full
power alignment method. The new log amplifier uses a single gain potentiometer on the front
panel. No longer are there any adjustments required for aligning the COUNT signal to the
MSV crossover point. Proper alignment of the Log power circuit happens automatically
through internally generated signal which sets the count rate to MSV crossover for proper
overlap. It is sure that HANARO can benefit greatly from these improvement changes.

4. SUMMARY

The Wide Range neutron flux monitoring system for HANARO was introduced briefly
and also several operating experiences were discussed. Now the system is stabilized and
operating without any problems. The things we need to do in the future is to prepare for the
front panel modification and to develop a specific remote tool for removal or installation of
the fission chamber located in the deep pool water.
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